
Facing Uncertainty:
The Great Foodservice Reset

When the Covid-19 Pandemic began to shut down our economy we realized uncertainty was one 
of our toughest challenges. With that in mind we sought actions that could immediately help our 
distributor community by communicating with our partners, holding industry discussion panels 
and sharing resources and actions plans for immediate countermeasures to address the effects 
of an economic shutdown that affected the industry. Our goal was to provide some certainty to 
the extent we could.

We began to ponder the mid and long term impact the economy and food industry would face 
once we began to slowly re-open. We sought the opinion of a trusted industry powerhouse, Jim 
Klass, Managing Partner at MarketIntelligence. Jim’s extensive background in food service, plus 
his experience in consulting with distributors, foodservice manufacturers, and operators at the 
C-Level, drew us to ask Jim for his opinion. The timing was great as Jim was ready to publish a 
hypothesis he had been developing. This all resulted in an industry webinar which you can view 
here. Here is the recording link. The password is “GFR2020”

Ignition by AFS is a purpose-built suite of software products. We focus on food distribution and 
understand the unique challenges as we live your business model every day. Our challenge is to 
ensure our partners are properly positioned to quickly evolve and take opportunities where and 
where they present.

If Jim’s hypothesis is true or even partially true, then distributors will need to provide the best 
online ordering and self-servicing experience possible. They will need to offer an omnichannel 
order management solution that empowers the customer to conduct business online, while still 
providing DSR-quality tools for upselling, account management, margin management and A/R.   
This solution would need to properly outfit the DSR, inside sales rep and customer service agent 
to provide information and content quickly with extreme usability. As this is the mobile-age, the 
application would need to perform equally well to allow for work in an office, kitchen, DC, car, or 
home office and that means on any device, OS, or form factor. With distributors seeking 
alternative channels to move product, protect sales and service the community, the solution 
would need to service B2B and B2C models including home delivery. It would also need to be 
able to work equally well online or offline to account for rural areas and basement coolers. Ignition 
OMS from AFS is this solution.  

In the “new normal” socially distant DSR’s will need to service customers when they need it the 
most from afar. Ignition OMS provides the rep full control over his accounts, while empowering 
the customer to conduct business and seek answers to unique challenges.
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Ignition OMS affords the DSR full control over what the customer sees and the unique pricing that 
customers need. The DSR can remain in control of commissions and the marketing messages 
they provide to each individual customer. The Distributor will also enjoy the flexibility, 
configurations, and ease of administration that Ignition OMS provides.

Distributors will also need to utilize the vast amount of information they generate on a daily basis 
in new and more aggressive ways. Do you know and can you keep tabs on who your most 
profitable customers are so you can provide them with the TLC they need at this critical historic 
point? Can you easily identify those unprofitable customers and develop action plans to improve 
or remove? Can you identify account penetration opportunities that will improve your gross profit 
dollars per drop? AFS Ignition G2 Analytics is the perfect tool and purpose built for distributors to 
answer these questions and many more. Easy to use by finance, purchasing, marketing and sales, 
AFS G2 Analytics is purpose-built with out of the box, dynamic, distributor views, scorecards and 
dashboards that provide everyone with a single version of the truth fed automatically by your host 
ERP system. Our experienced team of Ignition G2 Analytics engineers can quickly install, 
configure, and train your teams on the application, which could be accessed from anywhere in 
just a few weeks. 

In Jim’s Great Foodservice Reset Hypothesis, he proposes a new approach by manufacturers to 
the distributor community. One that will require enhanced complexity and structure to deals and 
marketing programs. This is where AFS Ignition ERP can provide an efficient, integrated deal 
tracking solution with the flexibility to provide the most complex deal scenarios. Manufacturers 
will be looking for more cooperative marketing efforts that focus on new business opportunities 
and the combination of AFS G2 Analytics and AFS Ignition ERP will be the perfect systems to 
identify, manage and track those deals.

With the shrinking of the wallet-share foodservice has been getting in recent years, distributors 
will need to increase their focus on productivity measures. Tool like AFS Ignition OMS will allow 
companies and DSR’s to handle more customers than today effectively. AFS Ignition WMS will 
increase the productivity of your warehouse operations and allow you to more with less, while 
improving your customer service and profitability. With shrinking wallet share the battle for more 
of the customers’ business to keep stops profitable intensifies, and great customer service and fill 
rates are more critical than ever. 

As Jim concluded in the webinar, technology will be more important than ever in a distributor’s 
ability to move forward and thrive. Be it new or better capabilities to reach and manage your 
customers improving productivity in the warehouse, on the truck or in the office AFS is the 
company to turn to. Having developed, implemented and supported software applications that 
are purpose-built for foodservice distributors AFS Technologies with its Ignition Suite of solutions 
can help distributors overcome these challenges we face. As Jim Klass noted, the future is about 
trust.  Trust your solution partner is mutually aligned strategically and working towards the 
betterment of your business and the industry.

Please visit ignition.afs.com for more information or email sales@ignition.afsi.com.
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